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Introduction



Types of Virtual Assets
Transparent

• Bitcoin and its direct and indirect descendants (e.g., Bitcoin, Bitcoin Cash, Litecoin, Dogecoin)
o Unspent transaction outputs (UTXO)
o Pseudo-anonymous 
o Rules established by protocol 
o Highly liquid

• Ether and Ether Classic
o Accounts based
o Pseudo-anonymous
o Rules established by protocol
o Highly liquid

• ERC tokens (e.g., ERC-20 tokens, ERC-721 tokens)
o Same as Ether 
o Can store in any wallet that can hold ether 

but may not be able to transact with it.
o Rules arise out of token contract that created the tokens
o Liquidity varies from high to illiquid 

• Other native virtual currencies (e.g., XRP, Lumens)
o Pseudo-anonymous 



Types of Virtual Assets
Opaque

• ZCash
o Zero-knowledge proofs
o Can be masked or unmasked
o Two types of addresses: Shielded and Transparent
o Shielded is untraceable

• Monero
o Ring-signatures
o Untraceable

• DASH
o PrivateSend
o Master nodes



How do you hold?

Hosted Wallets:
• Hosted wallets are wallets hosted 

by third party, which third party 
controls the private keys.
• The benefit is that user doesn’t 

need to worry about managing 
keys.
• The risk is that the third party 

handles keys properly.
• Don’t send account statements.
• Don’t issue 1099s.



Software Wallets:

• Software wallets are software 
based wallets that typically store 
private keys on device running 
the software.

• The user generally controls the 
private keys.

• If loses private key or is unable 
to decrypt it, the virtual 
currency is lost.

• If computer running the 
software wallet is compromised, 
private keys may be intercepted. 

• Connecting to network increases 
security vectors. 



Hardware Wallets:

• Hardware wallets are physical devices that 
store private keys and have embedded 
software capable of building and signing 
transactions.  
• The user generally controls the private keys.
• If loses private key (and backup words) or is 

unable to decrypt it, the virtual currency is 
lost.
• Most hardware wallets will not expose 

private keys to computer when connected 
for purposes of broadcasting transactions.
• Risk of device being physically damaged.



Multi-Sig Wallets and Other Safeguards

• Need more than one private key to 
sign transaction.
• Can set-up several variations, 2 of 

3, 3 of 5 and so on.
• Consider for custodial 

relationships.
• Be careful of biometric safeguards.
• No guarantee that retinal scan or 

fingerprint scan will be possible 
after decedent passes away (e.g., 
plane crash)



How easy is it to create crypto?



Recovering Assets



Unique Concerns
• Virtual currency can exist in any form capable of 

storing alpha-numeric strings—including the 
human brain.

• Just because you have a copy of the private key 
doesn’t mean someone else doesn’t have another 
copy.

• Avoid protocols allowing individuals access to 
private keys without multi-sig or other measures 
in place.

• Consider proper procedures that should be in 
place with any cyber consultants and/or law 
enforcement. 

• Log all access to materials containing private keys.
• Avoid e-discovery vendors.
• Immediately transfer all tokens to new addresses 

controlled only by receiver.
• Safely store private keys and recovery seeds in 

multiple locations.  Entrust only half recovery 
words with different individuals.  

• AVOID BIOMETRIC security systems.
• Hosted wallet vs. hardware wallet. 
• Insurance?



Proper Protocols
• Agents who investigated Silk Road drug 

marketplace ultimately arrested for stealing 
BTC seized during take down.
• Be sensitive in communicating information 

or documents that contain private keys or 
passphrases.
• Pay particular care to redact private keys 

from email and other written 
communications that may be turned over.  
• If can’t (e.g., grand jury subpoena), then 

make sure to alert the receiving party about 
the sensitive nature of the communications. 



Best Practices

• Log all access to materials containing private keys.
• Avoid e-discovery vendors and other third-party access.
• Immediately transfer all tokens to new addresses controlled 

only by receiver.
• Safely store recovery words in multiple locations.  Consider  

storing only half of recovery words with different 
individuals.  

• AVOID BIOMETRIC security systems.
• Is it better to hold in hosted wallet (e.g., Coinbase) or 

hardware wallet? Pros and cons?
• Protection through insurance?



Unsettled Questions as to Nature of Asset
• A fundamental question remains unanswered about how to treat 

virtual currency and tokens.
• Should it be treated like cash?  It seems to trade hands like cash, 

but unlike cash, most virtual currency is easily traced back to its 
owner because of the blockchain’s transparency.

• Or should it be treated like other personal property?  If someone 
steals your TV, and it’s later recovered from unsuspecting person 
who purchased it, the TV is returned to original owner.   Does this 
apply to virtual currency?  

• Fairly important question given over $1 billion in virtual currency 
has been stolen during the last 18 months.

• If we treat like ordinary, traceable property, there will be a chilling 
effect on its use in commerce.

• Even more complicated if inconsistent cross-border treatment.
• A person can cross borders with access to $1 billion with nothing 

but the alphanumeric string he or she has memorized.



Preserving Assets
• Determining when to sell virtual assets.

vImmediately?
vWait and see?
vEvaluate market conditions?

• Can a receiver or other custodian sell all the virtual 
currency?
vCompany’s native token
vBTC and ETH etc. raised during the sale
vOther tokens acquired by company from 

proceeds of the sale
• Distribution agents and similar providers may be 

asked to return virtual currency rather than cash 
from liquidation.  Consider ways to leverage smart 
contracts to reduce overall cost of administration. 



Data security and virtual currency



Anatomy of a Crypto Theft (Post-Breach)

• Over $1 billion in virtual currency stolen over last 24 months.
• Cat and mouse game between law enforcement and criminals.
• Criminals need way to move virtual currency into fiat currency 

outside regulated exchange.
• BTC-e was preferred laundering partner until it was taken 

down in the summer 2017.
• Many criminals turned to Shapeshift, which allowed 

anonymous users to exchange one type of virtual currency for 
another.

• For example, ETH and BTC could be exchanged for Monero and 
Z-Cash—neither of which can be effectively traced or followed 
on a blockchain.

• Late 2018, Shapeshift succumbs to pressure and requires KYC.
• Next weak point?



There is hope

• With the exception of virtual currencies like Monero and 
Zcash, most blockchains are very transparent. 
• Powerful data analytics tools can level the playing field.
• We hired MIT PhD to build a solution that leveraged network 

graphing and structured databases to follow virtual currency 
across blockchains and identify touch points with regulated 
exchanges.
• Technique has been used to seize and identify the location of 

a significant amount of assets, as well as identify one or more 
individuals likely associated with hackers.
• Next weak point?
• Working on updates to platform to identify market 

manipulation activities.



Compliance and AML/KYC



BSA EXPECTATIONS ON VIRTUAL CURRENCY-RELATED BUSINESSES

“BSA requirements and supervisory expectations for providing banking services to administrators or
exchangers of virtual currencies are the same as money transmitters.” See FFIEC BSA/AML Examination
Manual at p. 303.
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Key Terms

Virtual Currency: A medium of exchange that operates like a currency in some environments, but
does not have all the attributes of real currency. In particular, virtual currency does not have legal
tender status in any jurisdiction.

User: A person that obtains virtual currency to purchase goods or services.

Exchanger: A person engaged as a business in the exchange of virtual currency for real currency,
funds, or other virtual currency.

Administrator: A person engaged as a business in issuing (putting into circulation) a virtual currency,
and who has the authority to redeem (to withdraw from circulation) such virtual currency.



BSA EXPECTATIONS ON VIRTUAL CURRENCY-RELATED BUSINESSES
Risk Assessment

The financial institution should perform an effective MSB Risk Assessment that,
among other things, considers the following factors:

• Purpose of the account.
• Anticipated account activity (type and volume).
• Types of products and services offered by the MSB.
• Locations and markets served by the MSB.

Enhanced Due Diligence

• Understand sources of virtual currency.
• Must look beyond last transaction. If virtual currency associated with
underground darknet marketplace two hops from customer, that could raise risk
issues.
• Also, must evaluate outbound transfers of virtual currency.
• Identify transaction patterns associated with illicit or high risk activities.
• Need analytics tool to properly evaluate.
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• Specialized assets and operating companies with unique business 
models may require specialized expertise and technology.

• First “24 hours” is often mission critical.  Need ability to move 
quickly.

• Utilizing technology and thinking outside the box (e.g., using data 
analytics tools to foster asset recovery) becoming critically important.

• Can’t afford to rely exclusively on law enforcement.
• Focus on compliance and risk mitigation only becoming more 

important.

Conclusion


